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Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
2000-09-13

First published in 1865, Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland began as a story told to Alice
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Liddell and her two sisters on a boating trip in
July of 1862. The novel follows Alice down a
rabbit-hole and into a surreal world of strange
and wonderful characters who constantly turn
everything upside-down with their mindboggling logic and word play, and their fantastic
parodies. Carroll's fable illustrates his masterful
ability to weave logic with nonsense in a tale
that continues to delight all ages. While this
great classic is widely available, the Broadview
edition is unique. Richard Kelly combines Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland not with the later
(and largely distinct) work Through the Looking
Glass but rather with Alice's Adventures Under
Ground, Lewis Carroll's first version of the story.
Readers are thus able to trace the literary
revisions, and to compare Caroll's own
illustrations in the original with the famous John
Tenniel illustrations for Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland. Among the many other materials
included in the Broadview Literary Texts edition
are a substantial selection of early reviews,

selections from Carroll's diaries and
correspondence, Carroll's early nonsense poems,
and the originals of the poems parodied in his
text.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Illustrated by
Arthur Rackham) - Lewis Carroll 2016-02
During a boat trip up the Isis River with
Reverend Robinson Duckworth and the three
young daughters of Henry Liddell, one of whom
is named Alice, Lewis Carroll, the pen name of
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, invents a story about
a bored little girl named Alice who goes looking
for an adventure. Several years later this tale
would be forever immortalized as "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland." The story begins
with Alice idly passing away the time next to a
river when she sees a White Rabbit in a
waistcoat with a pocket watch pass by. She
follows the rabbit down the rabbit hole and ends
up in the fantasy world of Wonderland. "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland." is filled with a
plethora of interesting and fantastical creatures.
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Along with the persistently tardy White Rabbit,
Alice encounters a blue Caterpillar smoking a
hookah, the mischievously grinning Cheshire
Cat, a Mad Hatter, a March Hare, and a sleepy
little Dormouse, whom she attends a tea party
with, the King and Queen of Hearts, along with
many other curious characters. Beloved my
millions of children and adults ever since its first
publication, "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland"
is a classic tale of fantasy that has been
cherished by readers ever since its first
publication and will surely delight for many
years to come. This edition is printed on
premium acid-free paper and is illustrated by
Arthur Rackham.
The Illustrated Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
- Lewis Carroll 2012-08-05
Lewis Carroll's classic book sees new life in this
newly illustrated book. Over a dozen original
color illustrations are included in this book. The
story tells of a girl named Alice who falls down a
rabbit hole into a fantasy world (Wonderland)

populated by peculiar, anthropomorphic
creatures. The tale plays with logic, giving the
story lasting popularity with adults as well as
children. It is considered to be one of the best
examples of the literary nonsense genre, and its
narrative course and structure have been
enormously influential, especially in the fantasy
genre.
Cameos from English History ...: The Rebellion
and Restoration (1642-1678) - Charlotte Mary
Yonge 1890
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Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis
Carroll 2017-09-26
"A stunning new edition of a classic children's
book!...It's the perfect new book for your kids to
enjoy...this could even become their new all-time
favorite children's book...It's time to bring your
child's attention to something that's truly
special." -- Devante, "Kelly's Thoughts on
Things" family blog Alice’s adventures come to
life in the most definitive and elaborately
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illustrated edition of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland on the market, featuring stunning
original artwork by #1 New York Times
bestselling illustrator Charles Santore! This
beloved children’s classic bursts with neverbefore-seen full-color artwork from #1 New York
Times best-selling illustrator Charles Santore.
Complete with three breathtaking gatefolds, this
classic edition promises to be the next must-read
bedtime story, creating new traditions for the
whole family. Children, parents and
grandparents alike will share in this new
addition to the family bookshelves!
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
2016-02-14
Lewis Carroll is the pen name of Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson. On a summer day in 1862,
he invented a story to entertain three little girls.
This story became the novel Alice's Adventures
Under Ground, later retitled to Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland, and often shortened
to just Alice in Wonderland. This bilingual

edition is designed to assist those learning
Italian. The English text appears on the left-hand
pages of the book, with the corresponding
Italian on the right-hand pages. Other bilingual
books available from Sleeping Cat Books: The
Picture of Dorian Gray Selected Works of Edgar
Allan Poe Fables of Jean de La Fontaine Candide
Shakespeare's Sonnets New Fairy Tales for
Small Children The Tales of Mother Goose The
Count of Monte Cristo The Last of the Mohicans
Madame Bovary Les Misérables
Alice im Wunderland - Lewis Carroll 2019-11-25
Ein sprechendes weißes Kaninchen, ein
verrückter Hutmacher und Menschen, die wie
Spielkarten aussehen – "Alice im Wunderland"
ist der Kinderbuchklassiker schlechthin! Die
kleine Alice folgt einem weißen Kaninchen in
seinen Bau und fällt in die Tiefe. So gelangt sie
in das unterirdische Wunderland, in dem alles
anders ist als oben in der Menschenwelt. Alice
fragt die unheimliche Grinsekatze nach dem
Weg, feiert eine skurrile Teeparty mit dem
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verrückten Hutmacher, spielt Krocket mit der
Herzkönigin und erlebt so manch andere
wundersame Situation. Lewis Carroll
(1832-1898), eigentlich Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson, war nicht nur ein englischer
Schriftsteller, der mit "Alice im Wunderland"
viele Generationen von Kindern verzauberte,
sondern auch Fotograf und Mathematiker. Als
Kinderbuchautor zeichnete er sich besonders
durch Phantasiereichtum und Wortspiele aus.
Inspiration für "Alice im Wunderland" war Alice
Liddell, die kleine Tochter des Dekans des Christ
Church Colleges in Oxford, wo Carroll studiert
hatte.
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland &
Through the Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll
2020-11-17
A stunningly illustrated back-to-back edition of
this one-of-a-kind classic of children's literature
Alice's adventures in the dreamlike worlds of
Wonderland and the Looking Glass Kingdom are
some of the most original and best-loved

children's stories ever written. These joyous,
thrilling and utterly nonsensical tales are filled
with vivid, unforgettable images and characters.
This edition contains the texts of both Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and its sequel
Through the Looking Glass in a beautiful,
clothbound back-to-back edition - illustrated
throughout in glorious colour, Floor Rieder's
gorgeous drawings are an original and fresh
imagining of Alice's topsy-turvy world.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis
Carroll 2015-10-28
Complete digitally restored reprint of the
original edition of 1901 with excellent resolution
and outstanding readability. With an
introduction by E. S. Martin, illustrated with 41
pictures by Peter Newell. Every story text page
has an ornament frame. Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson (born January 27, 1832, died January
14, 1898), better known by his pen name, Lewis
Carroll. He was an English writer,
mathematician, logician, Anglican deacon and
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photographer. His most famous writings are
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, its sequel
Through the Looking-Glass, which includes the
poem Jabberwocky, and the poem The Hunting
of the Snark, all examples of the genre of
literary nonsense. He is noted for his facility at
word play, logic, and fantasy. It was on one
expedition, on 4 July 1862, that Dodgson
invented the outline of the story that eventually
became his first and greatest commercial
success. Having told the story and been begged
by Alice Liddell to write it down, Dodgson
eventually (after much delay) presented her with
a handwritten, illustrated manuscript entitled
Alice's Adventures Under Ground in November
1864. Peter Sheaf Hersey Newell (born March 5,
1862, died January 15, 1924). He was an
American artist and author.
Alice im Wunderland. Illustriert - Lewis Carroll
2021-01-08
Alice im Wunderland ist ein erstmals 1865
erschienenes Kinderbuch des britischen

Schriftstellers Lewis Carroll. Alice im
Wunderland gilt als eines der hervorragenden
Werke aus dem Genre des literarischen
Nonsens. Während ihre Schwester ihr aus einem
Buch vorliest, sieht die Titelheldin Alice ein
sprechendes, weißes Kaninchen, das auf eine
Uhr starrt und meint, es komme zu spät.
Neugierig folgt Alice ihm in seinen Bau. Dort
fällt sie weit hinunter und landet in einem Raum
mit vielen Türen. Nach einiger Zeit findet sie
einen Schlüssel, mit dem sie die kleinste Tür
aufsperren kann. Sie öffnet diese, schafft es
allerdings nicht hindurch, weil sie zu groß ist.
Kurz darauf findet sie ein Fläschchen mit einem
Trunk, der sie kleiner macht. Aber dann ist die
Tür, als sie klein genug ist, wieder zu. Aus
diesem Grund entsteht ein Chaos, bis Alice
letztlich klein genug ist und ins Wunderland, das
von Paradoxa und Absurditäten nur so strotzt,
hineingehen kann.
The Illustrator and the Book in England
from 1790 to 1914 - Gordon Norton Ray
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1991-01-01
Combines essays, bibliographical descriptions,
and 295 illustrations to chronicle a golden era in
the art of the illustrated book. Artists range from
Blake, Turner, Rowlandson, and Morris to
Caldecott, Greenaway, Beardsley, and Rackham.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through
the Looking-Glass - Lewis Carroll 2016-06-07
EXCEPTIONAL UNABRIDGED EDITION TWO
NOVELS IN A SINGLE BOOK Fully illustrated
with the original illustrations by Sir John
Tenniel. Read two of the greatest English
masterpieces of all time : Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland (1866) and its sequel, Through the
Looking Glass (1872), by Lewis Carroll. The
young Alice is bored in a too conventional world.
But here goes a White Rabbit, dressed in a frock
coat with a pocket watch. Alice follows the hasty
hare and falls into Wonderland, a fantasy world
populated by peculiar creatures and governed by
the wicked Queen of Hearts. A world where
nothing makes sense! And when Alice passes

through the mirror, she faces an upside down
world where many more surprises await her ...
These amazing tales are a brilliant mix of
fantasy, farcical satire and nonsense, where
Alice encounters a twisted cast of unforgettable
characters. Lewis Carroll takes us into the
children's world of make-believe where the
height of adventure is limited only by the depths
of imagination. Follow Alice's fantastic journey
in this definitive edition which includes both
masterpieces, unabridged and fully illustrated
with the original illustrations by John Tenniel.
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (1832-1898), better
known by his pen name, Lewis Carroll, was an
English writer, Anglican deacon, photographer
and professor of mathematics and logic at Christ
Church College. Alice's adventures originally
emerged to entertain Alice Liddell and her two
sisters, daughters of the Dean of Christ Church,
during a rowing trip on the Thames River. The
works encountered an instant success and had a
huge impact on popular culture worldwide.
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English for the Australian Curriculum Book
1 - Brenton Doecke 2011-04
English for the Australian Curriculum Book 1
privileges student experience, creative
engagement with texts, moments of reflection
and deep thinking. Drawing on an inquiry model
of learning, it provides opportunities for
students to write and create their own texts.
Written for the Australian Curriculum, English
for the Australian Curriculum Book 1 provides a
fully balanced and integrated approach to the
study of language, literature and literacy. It
actively engages students with texts at a variety
of levels: • Develops language skills at word,
sentence and text level, with activities in
reading, writing, viewing, creating, listening and
speaking • Encourages student writing across a
variety of contexts, for a variety of purposes and
for a variety of audiences • Underlines the
importance of visual literacy • Provides
opportunities for students to create their own
multimodal texts

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Illustrated by John Tenniel - Lewis Carroll
2013-06
This edition of Alice in Wonderland was
originally published in 1865 and illustrated by
John Tenniel. Tenniel was the first to illustrate
this classic and is the most famous and best
known illustrator of Alice. His characteristic
political-cartoon style drawings are timeless and
instantly recognisable. Pook Press celebrates the
great Golden Age of Illustration in children's
literature and are reprinting this book for adults
and children to enjoy once again.
Alice Au Pays Des Merveilles / Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
2016-06-14
UNE EDITION INTEGRALE D'EXCEPTION /
EXCEPTIONAL UNABRIDGED EDITION Bilingue
fran�ais/anglais et enti�rement illustr�e /
Bilingual French/English and fully illustrated La
jeune Alice s'ennuie dans un monde qu'elle
trouve trop conventionnel. Mais voil� qu'un
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lapin blanc, v�tu d'une redingote avec une
montre � gousset, passe pr�s d'elle en courant.
Alice part � sa poursuite et s'�gare au Pays des
Merveilles, peupl� de cr�atures �tranges et
gouvern� par la terrible Reine Rouge. Un
monde o� plus rien n'est logique! Dans cet
univers extraordinaire, Alice va rencontrer une
galerie de personnages retors et se trouver
confront�e � l'absurde et aux myst�res ... Ce
conte �poustouflant est un savoureux m�lange
de fantastique, de satire, de suspens, d'humour
et de non-sens - il nous transporte dans l'univers
onirique de l'enfance. Cette �dition int�grale,
enti�rement illustr�e par les oeuvres de John
Tenniel, est bilingue: les textes fran�ais et
anglais sont en parall�le � chaque page, pour
vous permettre de savourer toute la magie du
chef-d'oeuvre de Lewis Carroll. Retrouvez
d'autres chefs-d'oeuvre en �dition bilingue chez
Atlantic Editions : Le portrait de Dorian Gray /
The picture of Dorian Gray ISBN
978-1548213138 Le fant�me de Canterville et

autres nouvelles / The Canterville ghost and
other stories ISBN 978-1547273324 L'�le au
tr�sor / Treasure island ISBN 978-1548701987
Rom�o et Juliette / Romeo and Juliet ISBN
978-1977766243 Hamlet ISBN 978-1981446803
Les aventures de Tom Sawyer / Adventures of
Tom Sawyer ISBN 978-1548501105 The young
Alice is bored in a too conventional world. But
here goes a White Rabbit, dressed in a frock
coat with a pocket watch. Alice follows the hasty
hare and falls into Wonderland, a fantasy world
populated by peculiar creatures and governed by
the wicked Queen of Hearts. A world where
nothing makes sense! This amazing tale is a
brilliant mix of fantasy, farcical satire and
nonsense, where Alice encounters a twisted cast
of unforgettable characters. Lewis Carroll takes
us into the children's world of make-believe
where the height of adventure is limited only by
the depths of imagination. Enjoy all the
enchantement of Lewis Carroll's masterpiece in
two languages thanks to this bilingual edition,
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unabridged and fully illustrated by Sir John
Tenniel, where french and english texts are in
parallel all along the book. Find other
masterpieces in bilingual edition by Atlantic
Editions : Le portrait de Dorian Gray / The
picture of Dorian Gray ISBN 978-1548213138 Le
fant�me de Canterville et autres nouvelles / The
Canterville ghost and other stories ISBN
978-1547273324 L'�le au tr�sor / Treasure
island ISBN 978-1548701987 Rom�o et Juliette
/ Romeo and Juliet ISBN 978-1977766243
Hamlet ISBN 978-1981446803 Les aventures de
Tom Sawyer / Adventures of Tom Sawyer ISBN
978-1548501105
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis
Carroll 2015-09-29
A stunning anniversary edition of Alice's
adventures, illustrated by Salvador Dalí
Commemorating the 150th anniversary of one of
the most beloved classics of children's literature,
this illustrated edition presents Alice like you’ve
never seen her before. In 1865, Charles

Lutwidge Dodgson, an Oxford mathematician
and Anglican deacon, published a story about a
little girl who tumbles down a rabbit hole. Thus
was the world first introduced to Alice and her
pseudonymous creator, Lewis Carroll. This
beautiful new edition of Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland features rarely seen illustrations by
Salvador Dalí that illuminate the surreal yet
curiously logical and mathematical realm into
which Alice famously falls. In an informative and
wide-ranging introduction, Carroll expert Mark
Burstein discusses Dalí’s connections with
Carroll, his treatment of the symbolic figure of
Alice, and the mathematical nature of
Wonderland. In addition, mathematician Thomas
Banchoff reflects on the friendship he shared
with Dalí and explores the mathematical
undercurrents in Dalí’s work.
Alice's Adventures In Wonderland - With
Illustrations In Black And White - Lewis Carroll
2018-02-09
Many of the earliest children's books,
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particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. Pook Press are working
to republish these classic works in affordable,
high quality editions, using the original text and
artwork so these works can delight another
generation of children.
The Children's Treasury of English Song - 1893
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis
Carroll 2008-05-14
You never know where you'll find yourself in
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis
Carroll! Join Alice in Wonderland, where nothing
is quite as it seems. On an ordinary summer's
afternoon, Alice tumbles down a hole and an
extraordinary adventure begins. In a strange
world with even stranger characters, she meets
a grinning cat and a rabbit with a pocket watch,
joins a Mad Hatter's Tea Party, and plays
croquet with the Queen! Lost in this fantasy
land, Alice finds herself growing more and more

curious by the minute . . . With a wonderfully
inspiring introduction by Chris Riddell, Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland is one of the twelve
brilliant classic stories relaunched with a lovely
new cover. ***PLUS A behind-the-scenes
journey, including an author profile, a guide to
who's who, activities and more...*** Lewis
Carroll, born Charles Lutwidge Dodgson
(1832-98), grew up in Cheshire in the village of
Daresbury, the son of a parish priest. He was a
brilliant mathematician, a skilled photographer
and a meticulous letter and diary writer. Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland, inspired by Alice
Liddell, the daughter of the Dean of Christ
Church in Oxford, was published in 1865,
followed by Through the Looking-Glass in 1867.
He wrote numerous stories and poems for
children including the nonsense poem The
Hunting of the Snark and fairy stories Sylvie and
Bruno.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis
Carroll 2016-02-17
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Lewis Carroll is the pen name of Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson. On a summer day in 1862,
he invented a story to entertain three little girls.
This story became the novel Alice's Adventures
Under Ground, later retitled to Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland, and often shortened
to just Alice in Wonderland. This bilingual
edition is designed to assist those learning
French. The English text appears on the lefthand pages of the book, with the corresponding
French on the right-hand pages. Other bilingual
books available from Sleeping Cat Books: The
Picture of Dorian Gray Selected Works of Edgar
Allan Poe Fables of Jean de La Fontaine Candide
Shakespeare's Sonnets New Fairy Tales for
Small Children The Tales of Mother Goose The
Count of Monte Cristo The Last of the Mohicans
Madame Bovary Les Misérables Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland (Italian)
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Second
Edition - Lewis Carroll 2011-03-23
First published in 1865, Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland began as a story told to Alice
Liddell and her two sisters on a boating trip in
July 1862. The novel follows Alice down a rabbithole and into a world of strange and wonderful
characters who constantly turn everything
upside down with their mind-boggling logic,
word play, and fantastic parodies. Like the first,
this second edition includes Carroll’s earlier
story Alice’s Adventures Under Ground, which
allows readers to trace the revisions and to
compare Carroll’s own illustrations in the
original with the famous John Tenniel
illustrations for Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland. This edition also includes new
appendix material: George MacDonald writing
on the fantastic, the eighteenth-century
children’s story Goody Two-Shoes, a section on
film and television adaptations of Alice, and new
illustrations.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
2021-05-04
"ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
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(commonly shortened to Alice in Wonderland) is
an 1865 novel written by English author Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson under the pseudonym Lewis
Carroll. It tells of a girl named Alice falling
through a rabbit hole into a fantasy world
populated by peculiar, anthropomorphic
creatures. The tale plays with logic, giving the
story lasting popularity with adults as well as
with children. It is considered to be one of the
best examples of the literary nonsense genre. Its
narrative course and structure, characters and
imagery have been enormously influential in
both popular culture and literature, especially in
the fantasy genre.Dodgson's tale was published
in 1865 as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by
""Lewis Carroll"" with illustrations by John
Tenniel. The first print run of 2,000 was held
back because Tenniel objected to the print
quality. A new edition was quickly printed,
released in December of the same year but
carrying an 1866 date.The entire print run sold
out quickly. Alice was a publishing sensation,

beloved by children and adults alike. Among its
first avid readers were Queen Victoria and the
young Oscar Wilde. The book has never been out
of print. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland has
been translated into at least 174 languages.
There have now been over a hundred Englishlanguage editions of the book, as well as
countless adaptations in other media, especially
theatre and film."
Der Prinz von Anderswo - Chris Riddell 2007
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Accessing the Classics: Great Reads for Adults,
Teens, and English Language Learners - La
Vergne Rosow 2005-12-30
Help readers improve reading skills while
stimulating their appreciation and increasing
their understanding of great literature. Using a
scaffolding approach, this guide leads readers
from simple and engaging reads to more
challenging texts, and simultaneously cultivates
their interest and skills. An invaluable resource
for middle and high school, ABE and ESL
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educators, as well as for readers' advisors. All
readers—even those still learning to speak
English—can enjoy the delights and benefits of
great literature with the help of this motivational
and practical book guide. Rosow takes you on a
journey through the history of Western
literature, beginning with ancient myths and
moving to medieval tales and classics of the
Renaissance, Romantic Movement, and
Modernism. Along the way, she shows you how
to give readers easy access to some of the best
literature of all time. Scores of collections focus
on such ancient and enduring stories as
Gilgamesh, Beowulf, the tales of Chaucer;
historical masterpieces of William Shakespeare,
Jane Austen, Edgar Allan Poe, Charles Dickens;
and stellar names of more recent times, such as
Virginia Woolf, John Steinbeck, Ernest
Hemingway, and J.R.R. Tolkien. Each carefully
selected collection lists an assortment of titles,
ranging in reading level and arranged
progressively from simple renditions, such as

picture book re-tellings, through more advanced
selections and readings where audio versions
and simpler formatting support the reader, and
on to the most challenging reads. Author profiles
and narrative, as well as detailed descriptions of
each title provide further insights into the story
lines and features of the books; while building a
scaffold of reading experience and knowledge to
help readers better understand the texts. For
example, the Mark Twain collection begins with
a brief biographical sketch of the author,
followed by descriptions of two illustrated books
about the author and two readers' theatre skits
based on his work. A collection of Twain's short
stories is recommended next, and then several
illustrated versions of his novels, and an
illustrated edition of Twain's memoir, Life on the
Mississippi, which is supported by an audiotape
version. Each recommended title is rated as
start here, next read, support here, or
challenging read; and related reads, and audio
and video versions are listed when appropriate.
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The author also notes author and student
favorites, titles with exceptional illustrations,
and other features of interest. Focus is on
authors and titles of the Western canon that are
generally lu2768 le in library collections.
Because some of the titles cited are older
editions, this is a valuable collection
development tool in libraries; as well as an
essential resource for readers' advisors, Adult
Basic Education, and English as Second
Language educators, and young adult educators
and librarians. Young adult and adult or Grades
9 and up.
Viktor Shklovsky’s Heritage in Literature, Arts,
and Philosophy - Slav N. Gratchev 2019-07-01
This unique book examines the heritage and
enduring relevance of Viktor Shklovsky's work
from a wide range of international perspectives.
The essays articulate Shklovsky's impact
through various lenses including literature,
literary theory, film, art theory, and philosophy
from the early-1920s to the mid-1970s.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and
Through the Looking-Glass - Lewis Carroll
2009-09-10
The two 'Alice' books are masterpieces of
carefree nonsense for children and also embody
layers of satire and allusion and mathematical,
linguistic, and philosophical jokes. This new
edition explores their complex status and the
many interpretations of them, taking account of
the most recent research and critical opinion.
Alice S Adventures In Wonderland (Level 3)
The Orient Blackswan Easy Readers introduce
the child to the enchanting world of reading,
which encourage him/her to read with little or
no external help. These well-illustrated books
are carefully graded into six levels. The series
begins at Level 1 and is meant for beginners in
the age group of 5 7 years. The other levels are:
Level 2: 6 8 years, Level 3: 7 9 years, Level 4: 9
10 years, Level 5: 10 12 years, Level 6: 11 14
years and Level 7: 12 15 years. This careful
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grading, based on age-appropriate vocabulary
and structure enables the reader to progress
through the successive levels. The current titles
mainly include the classics and also have those
that suit modern tastes and interests.
Klassiker der Kinder- und Jugendliteratur Bettina Kümmerling-Meibauer 2017-01-19
"Emil und die Detektive", "Pippi Langstrumpf"
oder "Alice im Wunderland" - wer hat die
Klassiker als Kind nicht selbst gern gelesen?
Doch wem sind auch "Papelucho", "Kevade" oder
"Poil de Carotte" geläufig? Wer sich ausführlich
über Inhalt, Bedeutung und Wirkung der
international bekannten Kinderbücher kundig
machen möchte, sollte in diesem Lexikon
nachschlagen. Eine Fundgrube von 534
Kinderbüchern aus über 60 Ländern, davon ein
Drittel aus der Zeit nach 1945.
Alice's Adventures In Wonderland (Illustrated) Lewis Carroll 2014-03-13
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (commonly
shortened to Alice in Wonderland) is an 1865

novel written by English author Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson under the pseudonym Lewis
Carroll. It tells of a girl named Alice who falls
down a rabbit hole into a fantasy world
populated by peculiar, anthropomorphic
creatures. The tale plays with logic, giving the
story lasting popularity with adults as well as
with children. It is considered to be one of the
best examples of the literary nonsense genre. Its
narrative course and structure, characters and
imagery have been enormously influential in
both popular culture and literature, especially in
the fantasy genre.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis
Carroll 1920
In the most renowned novel by English author
Lewis Carroll, restless young Alice literally
stumbles into adventure when she follows the
hurried, time-obsessed White Rabbit down a hole
and into a fantastical realm where animals are
quite verbose, logic is in short supply, and
royalty tends to be exceedingly unpleasant. Each
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playfully engaging chapter presents absurd
scenarios involving an unforgettable cast of
characters, including the grinning Cheshire Cat
and the short-tempered Queen of Hearts, and
every stop on Alice's peculiar journey is marked
by sharp social satire and wondrously witty
wordplay.
Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
- Zoe Jaques 2016-05-06
Emerging in several different versions during
the author's lifetime, Lewis Carroll's Alice novels
have a publishing history almost as magical and
mysterious as the stories themselves. Zoe Jaques
and Eugene Giddens offer a detailed and
nuanced account of the initial publication of
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through
the Looking-Glass and investigate how their
subsequent transformations through print,
illustration, film, song, music videos, and even
stamp-cases and biscuit tins affected the
reception of these childhood favourites. The

authors consider issues related to the orality of
the original tale and its impact on subsequent
transmission, the differences between the
manuscripts and printed editions, and the
politics of writing and publishing for children in
the 1860s. In addition, they take account of
Carroll's own responses to the books' popularity,
including his writing of major adaptations and a
significant body of meta-textual commentary,
and his reactions to the staging of Alice in
Wonderland. Attentive to the child reader, how
changing notions of childhood identity and needs
affected shifting narratives of the story, and the
representation of the child's body by various
illustrators, the authors also make a significant
contribution to childhood studies.
Alice in Wonderland (Illustrated) - Lewis
Carroll 2020
A beautiful, fully illustrated edition of Lewis
Carroll's immortal Alice books, featuring all 92
of John Tenniel's original illustrations for Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the
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Looking-Glass. Also includes Carroll's long
nonsense poem The Hunting of the Snark, with
Henry Holiday's original art.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland &
Through the Looking-Glass - Lewis Carroll
2019-10-29
Lewis Carroll’s beloved classic stories are
reimagined in this deluxe illustrated gift edition
from the award-winning design studio behind
the graphics for the Harry Potter film franchise,
MinaLima—designed with stunning full color
artwork and several interactive features.
Originally published in 1865, Lewis Carroll’s
exquisite Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland &
Through the Looking-Glass have remained
revered classics for generations. The story of
Alice, an inquisitive heroine who falls through a
rabbit hole and into a whimsical world, has
captured the hearts of readers of all ages.
Perhaps the most popular female character in
English literature, Alice is accompanied on her
journey of trials and tribulations by the frantic

White Rabbit, the demented and terrifying
Queen of Hearts, the intriguing Mad Hatter, and
many other eccentric characters. Lewis Carroll’s
beloved companion stories Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass are
reinvented on one volume by the talented design
firm MinaLima, whose fey drawings of some of
Western literature’s most famous characters will
delight and enthrall, In addition, they have
created interactive features exclusive to this
edition, including: Alice with extendable legs
and arms The rabbit’s house which opens to
reveal a giant Alice The Cheshire cat with a pull
tab that removes the cat and leaves the cat’s
grin A flamingo croquet club that swings to hit
the hedgehog A removable map of the Looking
Glass world This keepsake illustrated
edition—the sixth book in Harper Design’s series
of illustrated children’s classics—will be
treasured by for years to come.
Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2012-03-28
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Lewis Carroll’s whimsically timeless tale,
beautifully illustrated by world-renowned pop
artist Yayoi Kusama. Nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read Since childhood, Kusama has
been afflicted with a condition that makes her
see spots, which means she sees the world in a
surreal, almost hallucinogenic way that sits very
well with the Wonderland of Alice. She is
fascinated by childhood and the way adults have
the ability, at their most creative, to see things
the way children do, a central concern of the
Alice books. The classic book is colour illustrated
with a clothbound jacket, and produced to very
high specification. Kusama's images are
interspersed throughout the text. Produced in
collaboration with the Kusama Studio, Tokyo and
Gagosian Gallery.
Alice im Wunderland - Lewis Carroll
2020-09-03
Alice im Wunderland, der Kinderbuchklassiker.
Während ihre Schwester ihr aus einem Buch

vorliest, sieht die kleine Alice ein sprechendes,
weißes Kaninchen, das sagt, es komme zu spät.
Alice folgt ihm und fällt in ein Loch im
Kaninchenbau. Sie landet in einer wundersamen
Welt voller merkwürdiger Bewohner und in der
sie absurde und fantastische Abenteuer erlebt.
Alice around the World : The multilingual edition
of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland (English - French - German - Italian)
- Lewis Carroll 2018-06-13
Lewis Carroll's classics around the World is
proud to present with this edition the first
multilingual edition of the 1865 Lewis Carroll's
masterpiece for the first time available in four
langages (English - French - German - Italian).
This edition includes the unabridged versions of
: -- 1. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (English)
-- 2. Les Aventures d'Alice au pays des merveilles
(French) -- 3. Alices Abenteuer im Wunderland
(German) -- 4. Le Avventure di Alice nel Paese
delle Meraviglie (Italian) Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland (commonly shortened to Alice in
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Wonderland) is an 1865 novel written by English
mathematician Charles Lutwidge Dodgson under
the pseudonym Lewis Carroll. It tells of a girl
named Alice falling through a rabbit hole into a
fantasy world populated by peculiar,
anthropomorphic creatures. The tale plays with
logic, giving the story lasting popularity with
adults as well as with children. It is considered
to be one of the best examples of the literary
nonsense genre.Its narrative course and
structure, characters and imagery have been
enormously influential in both popular culture
and literature, especially in the fantasy genre.
Dodgson's tale was published in 1865 as Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland by "Lewis Carroll"
with illustrations by John Tenniel. The first print
run of 2,000 was held back because Tenniel
objected to the print quality.A new edition was
quickly printed, released in December of the
same year but carrying an 1866 date. The text
blocks of the original edition were removed from
the binding and sold with Dodgson's permission

to the New York publishing house of D. Appleton
& Company. The binding for the Appleton Alice
was virtually identical to the 1866 Macmillan
Alice, except for the publisher's name at the foot
of the spine. The title page of the Appleton Alice
was an insert cancelling the original Macmillan
title page of 1865, and bearing the New York
publisher's imprint and the date 1866. The
entire print run sold out quickly. Alice was a
publishing sensation, beloved by children and
adults alike. Among its first avid readers were
Queen Victoria and the young Oscar Wilde.The
book has never been out of print. Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland has been translated
into at least 174 languages.
Alices Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
2016-01-22
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Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Illustrated by Willy Pogany - Lewis Carroll
2013-06
This edition of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
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was originally published in 1929. It contain well
over 60 black and white pen drawing by Willy
Pogany. His illustrations have a distinctive Art
Nouveau, 1920s style, even portraying Alice as a
young flapper girl. Pook Press celebrates the
great Golden Age of Illustration in children's
literature and are reprinting this book for adults
and children to enjoy once again.
A General View of the Criminal Law of
England - Stephen 1890

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Cooper
Edens 2010-02-03
One hundred and forty-five years since its
publication, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland is
one of the most beloved children's stories of all
time. Here, with Lewis Carroll's incomparable
text, is an absolute treasure trove of the
countless ways artists have imagined Alice over
the decades. This colorful collection offers hours
of fascination to readers of all ages as they
explore the many Alices of this Wonderland's
rich history. Which Alice is your favorite?
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